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Island Biogeography and 
Metapopulations
MODULE: 05 ISLAND BIOGEOGRAPHY AND METAPOPULATIONS
UNIT: 01 CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS

Objectives

 At the end of this series of lectures you should be 
able to: 

1. Define a bunch of terms.
2. Explain the role that ETIB had in the development of modern ecology.
3. Describe the Species-Area and Species-Isolation relationships.
4. Explain and demonstrate the ETIB.
5. Discuss how Equilibrium Theory of Island Biogeography can be applied 

to different types of problems. 
1. Describe source sink models. 
2. Explain metapopulation theory in general terms. 
5. Contrast ETIB with metapopulation theory

Warning

 The same set of ideas may appear in different classes. 
 The approach or importance of the topic will differ between classes. 

 The usage of the ideas within the different classes will also differ. 
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Ecology in the 20th Century

 Until the 1960s
 Closely tied to natural history and systematics

 Uniqueness of study sites and environment
 No general statements that could be applied to other systems – the systems 

were unique

 Descriptive
 Minimal use of descriptive statistics and no real use of inferential statistics

 Static systems

Ecology in the 20th Century

 After the 1960s
 Distinctly different discipline from systematics

 A role for natural history – the fight continues

 The impact of professor’s education

 Hypothetico-deductive approach
 Phliosophy of Science – Popper

 Equilibrial/Dynamic equilibriums/Nonequilibrial systems

 Hypothesis testing/Inferential statistics

Ecology in the 20th Century

 The role of ETIB during this transition: 
 Emerged in the 1960s

 Tension between earlier and later forms of ecology

 Article 1964

 Monograph 1966

 Early flag bearer for the “new” ecology
 Took considerable heat from the old guard

 Influential
 Amazon review
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Island Patterns

 The number of species tends to increase with island area
 The number of species tends to decrease with increased isolation of 

the island.

Species-Area Relationship

 The larger the area that we sample the more species we find. 
 Schoener -- “one of community ecology’s few laws”
 Among the most general, best-documented patterns in nature.
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Species-Area Relationship

 c is frequently interpreted as the intercept  
 The actual intercept of the power model is 0 

 z is frequently interpreted as the slope 
 z describes the relationship between Log S and Log A 

– not the relationship between S and A
 The relationship between S and A (how quickly 

S increases as A increases) is influenced by both 
c and z.

Species-Isolation Relationship

 Islands far from the continent support fewer species than islands that 
are nearer to the continent. 

 Assuming that pattern is the result from a decline in dispersal rates 
with isolation the relationship between species richness and isolation 
should be: 
 Negative exponential function
 Negative sigmoidal function
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Species-Isolation Relationship

 Less general than the species-area relationship
 Include broad ranges of differences in area, but only limited ranges of 

differences in isolation. 

 Relevant measures of isolation are challenging. 

Equilibrium Theory of Island 
Biogeography

Species richness

Equilibrium Theory of Island 
Biogeography

 Incorporates the different island patterns that we have discussed. 
 Species-Area relationship 

 Species-Isolation relationship

 Species richness on islands can be explained by two factors. 
 Island area

 Island isolation 
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Equilibrium Theory of Island 
Biogeography

 Area influences species richness on islands by controlling population 
size
 A strong inverse correlate of extinction.

 (Use of the word extinction)

 (Extirpation is not the correct word – see dictionary)

 The smaller the island the smaller the population that can be supported 
on the island.

 The smaller the population size the more likely it will become extinct. 

Equilibrium Theory of Island 
Biogeography

 All species have some limit to their dispersal ability. 
 Some species will be able to disperse long distances. 

 Some species will able to disperse only short distances. 

 The islands very close to a continent will have all of the species (species 
capable of only limited dispersal and those capable of long distance 
dispersal)

 Islands island very far a continent will have very few species (only those 
species capable of long distance dispersal).  

 The number of species on an island will be inversely related to its 
distance from a continent.
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Equilibrium Theory of Island 
Biogeography

 Dynamic equilibrium

 Go back a slide

Application of ETIB

 Islands are a form of patch. 
 Water is a form of matrix. 

 Inhibits immigration. 

 ETIB heavily influenced the early development of Landscape 
Ecology in North America. 
 Largely replaced by metapopulation theory. 

Source Sink Models

 Source vs. Sink Habitats
 Importance of immigration

 Attractive sinks

 Relationship between Source/Sink models and metapopulations. 
 Focus on habitat quality

 Focus on extinction
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Populations

 Traditional approaches to populations made several unrealistic 
assumptions. 
 Traditional population models

 Exponential population growth
 Unlimited resources

 Closed population

 Constant birth and death rates (time and age of individuals)
 No genetic variation

 No age structure

 No time lags

 Logistics population growth
 Allows for limited resources (carrying capacity) 
 Other assumptions remain

 These assumptions cost realism but improve tractability.

Populations

 Traditional models assume a closed population because: 
 Factors at the local population dominate – somewhat questionable 

now. 

 Complexity increases rapidly when you start allowing 
immigration/emigration. 
 Depends on conditions at other connected populations and the populations 

that they are connected to and the population they are connected to and 
…

 Difficult to parameterize. 

Habitat Heterogenity

 Prior to the 1980s, theoretical ecology assumed homogenous 
habitats.

 Realization in the 1980s that habitats were heterogenous.
 Spatial structure affects populations as much as traditional population 

parameters and species interactions.  

 Rise of the patch approach.

 Several different techniques for dealing with this heterogeneity.
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Patches

 Structural patch – A soil type covered by a vegetative association
 Functional patch – Treated as homogeneous for a physical 

descriptor (elevation, temperature, moisture, light penetration, …)
 Resource patch – Provides a resource or set of resources. 
 Habitat patch – Typically a characteristic plant association. 
 Corridor patch – Used by an organism for movement.  

Metapopulations

 Richard Levins, 1969
 Many good ideas – often left the development to others

 Ilkka Hanski and Michael Gilpin et al. 

Metapopulations

 A network of idealized habitat patches in which species occur as 
discrete local populations connected by immigration. 
 Focus on population size and genetics. 

 Though often use very different models for population size/variability and 
genetics. 

 A classic metapopulation persists as a balance between local 
extinction of populations and the established (reestablishment) of new 
populations. 
 Dominant processes are extinction and immigration. 

 Very similar to theories of epidemiology common at the time (1970s)
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Metapopulations

 Levins’ original model assumed: 
 Space is discrete and it is useful to distinguish between habitat patches 

which are suitable for the focal species (patch) and the rest of the 
environment (matrix). 

 Patches have equal area (quality) and isolation. 

 Local populations in the metapopulation have independent dynamics. 

 Immigration rates among populations is so low that it does not affect 
local population dynamics. 

 These simplifying assumptions are rarely met. 
 Metapopulation theory has evolved to include exceptions to some 

(all?) of these assumptions. 

Metapopulations

 Fundamental to the theory of metapopulations is the idea that 
individual populations can go extinct, but the overall 
metapopulation can remain stable if immigration develops new 
populations or recolonizes extinct locations. 
 Extinction and immigration

ETIB vs. Metapopulations

 ETIB – Focuses on species richness – a community level property. 
 Metapopulation Theory – Focuses on species distribution – a species 

level property. 
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Coda

 Both metapopulations and ETIB place ecology in a spatial context. 
 Both place primary emphasis on extinction and immigration.  
 Ultimately there will probably be integration between the two sets of 

ideas and approaches. 
 Don’t get drawn into the conflict. 

 Until then, use the approach that gives you the conceptual basis to 
study the system and problems that you want to study. Be eclectic. 

 Foster communication between the two sides. 


